Home cage activity and activity-based measures of anxiety in 129P3/J, 129X1/SvJ and C57BL/6J mice.
We investigated the home cage activity and emotional behavior in mouse strains used as background for many studies of altered genes [C57BL/6J (B6, n=20), 129X1/SvJ (X1, n=20) and 129P3/J (P3, n=19)]. In their home cages, X1 and P3 mice exhibited less locomotion than did B6 mice, and the X1 mice showed significantly greater rearing than B6 and P3 mice did. A battery of three tests conducted in an open field (open field, emergence and novel object) revealed strain rankings of B6>X1>P3 or B6>X1=P3 in most activity variables. Significant correlations were found between home cage activity and activity in each of three tests, but not in all observation periods. Strain rankings on the elevated zero maze test were B6=X1>P3 in the number of stretched-attend body postures (SAPS) during the initial 6-min exposure for naive mice. Naive and nonnaive mice showed significantly different behaviors on the elevated zero maze. The results suggest that rankings on anxiety are P3>X1>B6 and that B6 mice have greater exploration in a novel environment compared with X1 and P3 mice. However, anxiety-like behaviors differed among strains in open-field-based tests and in the zero maze, and testing experience impacted performance on the zero maze. The findings illustrate that test variations and experience can influence performance and suggest the need for the consideration of how these factors interact with background strains in assessing gene-altered mice.